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 Despite Peter's trying to avoid the whole process of his trip to Florida, as he, Cleveland, and Meg try to go to the mall to buy a
belt for Cleveland, they find themselves at the annual three-day "Pee-Wee Herman Fan Festival" in Daytona, where Pee-Wee

Herman is appearing as a guest. Peter and Cleveland try to avoid Pee-Wee's fan club as Peter and Pee-Wee discuss Peter's
current problems and the future. Meanwhile, the family watches a serial killer watch the "Lady and the Tramp" episode on TV.
Contents The episode begins with Peter at his apartment; eating a large meal and watching television. On the television, Peter,

Cleveland, and Meg watch The Amazing Race: The Aches, Pains and Ponderous Pelvises. Peter is frustrated that he has to travel
to Florida in order to buy a belt for Cleveland, and because he needs to get to Florida, he needs to get a job. The episode follows

him as he tries to avoid working. Outside, Peter, Cleveland, and Meg are in a shopping mall where they spot a belt that looks
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like the one that Peter needs for Cleveland. While debating buying a belt, Peter tells Cleveland that he needs to look for a job to
cover the money he needs for the trip to Florida. When the trio, following the belt, go into a clothing store, they notice a man
who is leaving the store wearing the same shirt that Peter wanted. Cleveland asks Peter if he can ask the man if he can buy the
belt for him, and Peter says yes. After Peter makes the sale, he says to Cleveland, "You can ask him for the belt, but don't tell
him about me or the job." The man outside the store is later found murdered, and the police say it was the "Pee-Wee Herman

Fan Club Killer" who is trying to prove that he is the best fan club killer. Peter also learns that the killer is a serial killer who has
killed before. Peter is disgusted, and as he and Cleveland return home, they plan to go to work and avoid finding another victim.
Peter offers to be the driver, but Cleveland refuses. However, just as Peter is about to tell Cleveland to drive, Pee-Wee Herman,

dressed as Pee-Wee, arrives at the apartment. After they greet each other, Peter asks Pee-Wee if he can go to Florida
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